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THE GREAT DIVIDE by Robert Williams

I believe public anger both on the left and on the right has become too strong for the good of the nation.  It seems to
revolve around a very fundamental issue that is seldom addressed head-on.  

Those on the "left" seem to feel that our Constitution should be interpreted in a more "modern" way to solve modern issues
by ever increasing government regulation of the private sector and borrowing more and more in the process because they

like to claim this approach is more "humane".  They seem to base this on the socialist idea that an elite  should take the
reins of government and hire "social engineers" to impose despotic rule on the people for the "equalization" of all but
themselves.  They constantly distort our Constitution by attempting to justify this approach in the name of "betterment for

all". I heard Pelosi say right on TV that the Health Care Bill is unpopular but she wants to pass it anyway because SHE
believes it is good for the American people. Clearly she thinks she knows better than we do and she is determined to

brute-force it down our throats --- Constitution or no Constitution.

Those on the "right" appropriately fear that too many private liberties supposedly guaranteed by the "old" Constitution will
be sacrificed along the way and that it is dangerous to burden our progeny with enormous debt to unfriendly societies like

China.

Whereas those on the right seem to be known mainly as "conservatives" the left is often referred to with a variety of
monikers.   Severity seems to govern which name is applied.  The most severe that establish outright brutal dictatorships
are designated "Marxists" or "Communists".   Next in severity, but still retaining the philosophy of intrusive and extensive

government control by a supposedly "elected" elite are the Socialists.  Many  Americans seem to have forgotten that
Hitler's extremely brutal regime called themselves "National Socialists"  or "Nazis". In America the folks calling

themselves "liberals" are harder to define.  They seem to be associated with a penchant for large government-financed
social "uplift" programs similar to what the Democratic Party stands for.  Most Democrats would seem to fit the

designation of "liberals". 
 
Some leftist groups like to call themselves "progressives" to imply that they are the only ones to promote "human

progress".  This was brought home to me rather strongly lately because of a letter to the editor in a recent "West Hawaii
Today" newspaper.  It is a bit long but it illustrates my point.  

[I include my own rebuttal in square brackets and bold print.]

"Progressive or conservative achievement"   by Mark Van Pernis, Kailua-Kona.
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West Hawaii Today,  Saturday, February 27, 2010 6:58 AM HST

[Dear Mr. Van Pernis.  You should know that there are as many varieties of conservatives as progressives. 

Lumping all conservatives and all progressives into single categories and  applying generalities about those two

categories as you do in your letter below,  leads to self-contradictions and loss of credibility] 

[You say ....] As I get older, many of my contemporaries seem to lose mental energy and retreat into conservatism.

[ Which contemporaries, how many, and who should care besides you?  What has mental energy got to do with

retreat?  Retreat from what  --- progressiveness?]

Conservatives -- they're the mad ones: mad at change, at government, at minorities. They blame scapegoats, instead of

doing the hard work of finding solutions. Their scapegoats are usually those whose rights are restricted or denied: the poor,
minorities, women, immigrants.  

[ Conservatives mad at change?  What change? Improvements in medicine?  Space exploration? computer

technology?    What do you know about working hard to find solutions?  Our current government refuses to listen

to and despises the people it is supposed to represent.  That's even worse than the way we were treated by the

British before our revolution.  All true Americans should be mad at a government like we have now.  As to rights, 

specifically what rights are denied to the poor and women and immigrants?  Giving illegal immigrants free medical

care is denying them rights? Which particular scapegoats do conservatives blame for what?  Name the

conservatives that are blaming scapegoats and those denying Constitutional rights --- and in what way. ]

Conservatives tend to be intolerant of others and put money first. H. L. Menken said that the problem with conservatives is
that they not only try to make us think as they do, they also try to make us do as they think.  

[ Mr. Van Pernis,   you claim conservatives are "simplistic" and you bemoan contemporaries "retreating" into

conservatism.  Are you not yourself  intolerant of others and are you not yourself scapegoating and  trying to make

others do as you think?  Progressives don't put money first?  Who do you think is trying to break this country's

economic back with huge programs we can't afford --- if it's not progressives?]

Once the conservative gets up the ladder to a level of success and security, he wants to pull the ladder up behind him. The
progressive wants the ladder to stay in place for the next guy.  

[Name the conservatives who pull up ladders and describe specific instances of this ladder-pulling.  Where do you

think money comes from?  Those who soak it up without earning it?  What about the many ladder climbers like

Carnegie and Bill Gates who have so generously given of their wealth for humanitarian causes?  Money has never

been an end in itself.   What money does is the important task of tallying exchange of  labor and goods.  Of course it

is  important.  Don't you keep a personal budget?]  

Progressives passionately take on their causes, work for and take chances for progress. Conservatives insist they have all

the answers, which are simplistic ones that recreate good ol' days, which never really existed. 

[Progressives don't insist they have all the answers?  Oh come on!  Progressives, and leftists and socialists have

always insisted they have all the answers but in many cases have forced their philosophy down peoples' throats with

brutal force, torture chambers, gulags, and mass murder.  The Soviets, Maoist China, Cuba, North Korea,  there is

a long list of failed societies and human suffering caused by socialist dictatorships.]

Thomas Jefferson said that people are naturally divided into two parties: those who fear and distrust the people and wished
to draw all power from them in to the hands of the higher classes and those who identify themselves with the people. 

[Nancy Pelosi who is a clear progressive admitted that the health care bill is unpopular and immediately said she is

going to force it down our throats anyway because SHE thinks it is "good" for the people.  That's identifying with

the people?]

In the early 1800s, the big issue was slavery. Conservatives were for retaining it and wanted to expand it into the new
territories that would become states.  
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[ To imply that all conservatives were pro-slavery is to distort history --- there were conservatives who were very

much against slavery.  Read your American history!]

In the 1960s, the big issue was segregation. Conservatives wanted to retain it and opposed the civil rights movement.

[I was a conservative at that time and I favored the civil rights movement.  Many of my family members and

friends were the same, so  lumping us all together is a gross distortion.  Be more specific if you want to be credible.]

The 19th Amendment giving women the right to vote was opposed by conservatives. 

[ How many conservatives and which conservatives?  I know conservatives including myself who always approved

womens' rights to vote and own property.]

Conservatives opposed Social Security, minimum wage, federal bank insurance, the Securities and Exchange Commission,

labor relations laws, all progressive programs that saved our nation from financial ruin and made it strong.  

[What about our current enormous debt to unfriendly nations such as China?   Isn't that threatening to ruin our

nation?  A debt which will increase even further with "progressive" programs like the current giant health care

proposal?]

In the 1960s it was conservatives who opposed Medicare and supported and expanded the Vietnam War.

[The Vietnam war was an attempt to prevent the spread of brutal communist rule like the atrocities of Pol Pot. 

Our military won that war and forced the communists to the negotiating table.  They promptly betrayed those

negotiations and South Vietnam was lost because our politicians and the so-called anti-war movement  f---d up the

end game.]

The greatest Presidents -- George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln, Franklin Roosevelt -- were all
progressives of their day. History shows they made our nation stronger, better. Were there any great conservative
presidents?  

[Washington and Lincoln were progressives?  Some would argue with that.  The political term wasn't even in use in

their times.] 

Charles de Montesquieu wrote "all men are born equal, but they cannot continue in their equality. Society makes them lose
it, and they recover it only by the protection of law." Who encourages and defends the loss of equality? Who promotes

equality with the protection of laws? 

[ First --- all humans are definitely not born equal.  It would not matter how hard I tried,  I could not be a Mozart

or an Einstein.   Second --- our American experiment was meant only to make it's citizens politically equal with a

representative government.  Read your copy of the American Constitution and Bill of Rights.  If you don't have a

copy, please get one and read it.  Also get a World History book and read about all the wars for freedom and

equality that our military has fought to protect our own freedom and the freedom of others --- before you ask again

who protects political equality in our nation.]

Democracy has blemishes, setbacks, problems and devils in the details. It's not easy and takes a long, long time. The
conservative's song of quick simplistic solutions may be attractive to those who aren't much concerned with the future and

others climbing the ladder they have already climbed. But the conservatives are on the losing side of history, and our
nation would suffer for it.

[Conservatives I personally know are definitely not on the losing side of history.  Read your world history. 

Socialism and communism are on the losing side because they both deny human nature and try to force people into

the false belief that a self-chosen elite know better than the populace how to run people's lives.  It's the

entrepreneurs that make life worthwhile in a free society,  not the takers and whiners and  power mongers.   No one

else but our military and its supporters keep us free.]
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Where do you stand?

  

[You ask where do I stand? I stand firmly on the side of the American Constitution and Bill of Rights and for free

enterprise and philanthropy by those motivated to give out of what they earn to help those who truly cannot make

it themselves.  I stand for American patriotism and if you want to know what that is, visit

americanpatriotcouncil.com.]

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BLINDNESS OF THE LEFT  submitted by Mike Dennin

According to David Horowitz, "Oliver Stone and the Left Cannot See a Cup Half Full".

The following is a post dated 03-11-10 by David Horowitz in Front Page Magazine.   Short remarks in parentheses by

Robert Williams  were inserted only for clarity.  Numbers in square brackets are referenced at the end.   The following
presents a view of the Left that is well worth reading (maybe twice) because it helps define what conservatives are up
against.  According to the Front Page Editor,  "David Horowitz had a debate with (Leftist) Oliver Stone several years ago

in National Scholastic Magazine."  Below is the Horowitz side of the debate in double quotes.

"One of the principal sources of human misery is a tendency that exists in all of us to take for granted what we are given,
and fail to appreciate what we have. There is even a folk wisdom that makes us aware of this, telling us to be wary of those
who see the half empty glass when it is also half full. From the most intimate relations that take place within families to the

political battles that determine the fate of nations, this simple error in perspective has been the cause of incalculable
human suffering from the beginning of time.

"In our century alone, visionaries of the left, rejecting the social order they inherited, murdered a hundred million human

beings [1] in pursuit of their impossible dreams.  In the name of “social justice” [2] and to “make a better world,” [3]
social utopians destroyed the political and economic structures of whole societies that had evolved organically in the
course of centuries. What their revolutions produced was not – as they promised — something better than had been, but

infinitely worse: a suffering greater than the world had ever seen."

"When the revolutionaries seized power in 1917, Russia possessed a democratic parliament and an agricultural economy
that produced a surplus for export to countries abroad. But Lenin’s social dreamers viewed Russia as a half-empty cup
compared to what they imagined their socialist plans would create. As a result, they didn’t think twice about eviscerating

Russia’s economy and decapitating its democracy. They were so confident that on the ruins a future would rise that was
better than both. Freed of the restraints of custom and law, the liberators went on to slaughter 40 million 'enemies of the

people,' who were mostly peasants, and to put tens of millions of those who dissented in concentration camps for the
greater good. All this was necessary, they said, to build a 'people’s democracy' and a 'worker’s state.' But they were able to

build no socialist paradise [4]. Instead they produced a world of famine, poverty and human suffering."

"The most harrowing deficit of the new millennium may well be the fact that the lessons of these “experiments” have not

been learned by many of the most creative minds in societies that have triumphed and survived. Few people describe
themselves as 'Communists' any longer, but the intellectual traditions and assumptions of the Left live on among

'progressives' [5] and 'populists' and even 'socialists' in the West. In a message to high school students at the beginning of
the new era, for example, the film director Oliver Stone [6] reprised these destructive passions of the past, disparaging the
freedom America had given him and millions of others in favor of a familiar utopian aspiration.[1] [7]"

 'Essentially our freedom, our democracy, is a consumer freedom,' Stone admonished them. 'What refrigerator do you want,

what television do you want, what car do you want, is it Fab or Ajax?'

"His contempt for this freedom was the typical reflex of those who regard the enormous privileges bestowed by democracy
and the market as a corrupting manna fallen from heaven."

"The reality is different. From the beginning of recorded history, almost all inhabitants of all societies with the exception
of a few very privileged among them, were forced to spend their entire waking hours working at hard physical labor just to

keep from starving or to be warm enough to stay alive. For millennia the pursuit of the arts, literature and the sciences, the
ability to spend a great portion of one’s life pursuing what one pleased – civilization itself — were treasures available only
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to aristocratic elites. The capitalist revolution [8] ushered in economic possibilities and democratic freedoms that changed

all that. Today, as a result, even the poor among us have amenities – running water, flush toilets, refrigeration, modern
medicine, central heating, motorized transport, telephones, radio, television – that were unavailable to the richest people
alive just 100 years ago. Today, the power available to virtually every American citizen in the form of an ordinary personal

computer is greater than the power wielded by a factory owner in the 19th Century. Thanks to the power of the market, one
can produce on an ordinary PC – available to virtually every man, woman and child — a newspaper or film, reach millions

of individuals across the globe and access uncensored information that was unavailable even to kings in previous ages."

"To the social utopians this is nothing. It is less than nothing. And therefore it is more. It is an inspiration for moral

outrage. To utopians, the cornucopia of 'consumer' wealth is a threat to the soul. It means (to them) that democracy itself is
a sham. Dismissing nearly a millennium of struggle ---since the signing of the Magna Carta --- waged in behalf of popular

sovereignty, Oliver Stone admonishes his high school audience thus:  'Instead of wasting a lot of time reading about
Tweedledum and Tweedledee for President, ask yourself…: Who owns America?…Who owns the media? Where does the

money go?'

"To Stone, 'these are the key questions' that confront us on the threshold of the millennium: 'This is what is controlling

your 21st Century future' (he says)."

"Nonsense. The answer to these questions is readily available, and the opposite of what Stone means to insinuate. You own
America. We do. Literally. Today, half the population owns shares in American companies and within decades virtually
every American citizen will be also be an owner of capital. Stone himself is a self-made multi-millionaire. He is paid

handsomely by the very capitalists he abuses and slanders, the very corporate oligarchs he pretends to fear. But Stone will
not accept the freedom and privilege and power that America gives him. It is not enough. He wants more, even if our bitter

historical experience tells him that wanting too much more may result in less, far less."

"In any case, if others among us have more, what of it? Does it matter that Bill Gates has $100 billion and the rest of us
don’t? Gates’ billions are invested in companies that create jobs and provide services and put power in the hands of
millions of customers all over the world. Does this make him a tyrant? Is Gates free to lord it over the rest of us as Stone’s

fantasy suggests? Not in this lifetime. The rule of the market is as strict as it is liberating. For if the corporations in which
Bill Gates invests do not serve and satisfy their customers, others will, and will drive their competitors out of business.

Even with $100 billion,  Bill Gates is no Sun King but must serve the people. And not only in business. He must obey the
government they elect and over whom they are sovereign — the government that can punish his company if he abuses his
power – and already has."

"Like hormonal adolescents, the social critics of the left roil with inarticulate resentment and rage [9]. They are mad

because the world does not bend to their desires. They are mad because aren’t smart or lucky enough to make $100 billion.
And they want others to be mad too. They want to make the creative and successful avatars of business pay for the

individual frustrations they feel. They blame 'corporate capitalists' — the very creators of this incredible universe of
products, services, and human opportunities --- for everything they imagine they do not have. And they don’t want
anybody to disagree with their righteous indignation. They will ferociously attack those who oppose them. Anyone who

defends capitalism and its remarkable bounties available to all is a defender of inequality and 'social injustice.' They attack
those who succeed in a free society, and infuse their attacks with historical romance:

 (Stone says to students),   'So you have a choice … –  it’s a tough choice because those of you who are students may not
know the world very well yet, but the more you know it the more you find yourself hostage to these forces, corporate and

state forces that seek to control your mind and your inalienable right to the pursuit of your own conscience. You have that
decision to make in your lifetime,…that decision is whether you’re going to live like a slave or whether you’re going to

live like Spartacus, the famous Roman gladiator slave who led a revolt against his masters – and fight for your freedom
and deny the bastards their victory over your soul.'

"This is the 'progressive' message to high school students, in America, on the threshold of the millennium! You are slaves!
You must condemn the system that gives you 'consumer freedom' and rise up against it!"

"The appeal of the self-appointed social redeemers among us is an appeal to human weakness, to the inarticulate

resentments, the irresponsible angers and the feelings of powerlessness that are lodged in each of us. 'Guide yourself by
what [you are] really feeling as opposed to what [you] think [you] should be feeling…' is Stone’s wisdom for his high
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school audience."

"My advice is the opposite: Feelings, whether authentic or false, are often the worst guide to what is real. The feeling that
one is persecuted by Jews [10] or threatened by blacks is what drives the haters among us. The feeling that capitalists and

corporate rulers exploit and control the people, and stifle their freedom, is the force that inspired idealistic Communists to
kill millions and leave wastelands behind."

"Instead of feelings, let knowledge be your guide, particularly awareness of what has gone before. History is the record of
our human experience and, more importantly, our human limits. This experience teaches a powerful lesson: Better to work

with the world we have and improve it step by measured step, than to seek a revolution to wipe out the past and everything
we have so painfully learned."

(***** End of post by David Horowitz *******)

(The following is provided by the FrontPage article:)

Article printed from FrontPage Magazine: http://frontpagemag.com

URL to article: http://frontpagemag.com/2010/03/11/oliver-stone-and-the-left-cannot-see-a-cup-half-full-2/

URLs in this post:

[1] murdered a hundred million human beings: http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individualProfile.asp?indid=2042

[2] “social justice”: http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/guideDesc.asp?catid=160&type=issue

[3] “make a better world,”:
http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/Articles/THE%20RELIGIOUS%20ROOTS%20of%20Radicalism.htm

[4] socialist paradise: http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/guideDesc.asp?catid=115&type=issue

[5] “progressives”: http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/guideDesc.asp?catid=93&type=issue

[6] Oliver Stone: http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individualProfile.asp?indid=628

[7] [1]: http://www.newsrealblog.com/2010/03/10/oliver-stone-and-the-left-cannot-see-a-cup-half-full/#_ftn1

[8] capitalist revolution: http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/guideDesc.asp?catid=128&type=issue

[9] the social critics of the left roil with inarticulate resentment and rage:

http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individualProfile.asp?indid=1232

[10] feeling that one is persecuted by Jews: http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/guideDesc.asp?catid=145&type=issue

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

RECENT RALLY ON THE BIG ISLAND
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 Sign by Hawaii GOE group.

Dressed as an American patriot, Robert Williams, left, joined Albert Tell outside the Pohakuloa Training Area Feb. 24 in

support of the U.S. Army base, offering counter opinions to another group protesting the military's closed-door meeting
regarding Depleted Uranium radiation clean-up. - Heather Nicholson,  Big Island Weekly,  Hawaii.  [NOTE: Reporter
should have printed "Albert Ledegerber" not Albert Tell]

  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BILLBOARD DEDICATION

 A billboard recently established on I-75 just south of Lake City and a group gathered  to celebrate its unveiling.  The cost
of 10 months rental of the billboard and doing the artwork was $6500. (Talk about dedication! ) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

MAXINE  CARTOON
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"Let me get this straight......

We're trying to pass a health care  plan  written  by a committee whose chairman says he doesn't understand  it,  passed  by
a Congress that hasn't read it ---  but  exempts  themselves from it.  To be  signed  by a  president that also hasn't read it

and who smokes; with  funding  administered by a treasury chief who didn't pay his taxes,  all to be  overseen  by a surgeon
general who is obese, and  financed  by a country that's broke. 

What the hell could  possibly  go wrong? "

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~


